
RACE BY RACE PREVIEWS: GREYVILLE POLYTRACK@2020.09.23 
 
Greyville Polytrack, 23.09.2020, Race 1, Gallops, 1200m, Poly, R70.000, 12:30GMT+2 
 
Race Summary: TONIGHTSFIGHTNIGHT is holding form now and the fitting of blinkers seems to be the 
best thing that has happened to this four-year-old son of Judpot. He must improve on his earlier Polytrack 
form from draw No 2. One to watch is COUP FOR LUTE who was backed and showed pace before 
fading on debut. He has a top rider up. MACALLAN is ready to win but has drawn widest and needs a bit 
of luck. The Frank Robinson coupling of GAZALA GALLOP and WABI SABI (interesting pedigree) need 
to be respected. Follow the betting moves. 
 
Selections: 
#2 Tonightsfightnight, #1 Coup For Lute, #12 Macallan, #10 Mousey On Over 
 
Greyville Polytrack, 23.09.2020, Race 2, Gallops, 1400m, Poly, R70.000, 13:05GMT+2 
 
Race Summary: MAITLAND MAGIC is the one to watch. He has been costly to follow in his home 
province of the West Cape but perhaps the Polytrack is what he has been looking for. He should use his 
speed to overcome a wide draw. MASTER DANCER made most of his previous form look strange when 
running a good second last time. He must be better now that he has matured and boasts a good draw. 
Chance. Similar can be said for HELLO AGAIN who suddenly improved first time on the poly. STRAIGHT 
SIX and CABINET SHUFFLE turned in useful debuts. 
 
Selections: 
#8 Maitland Magic, #2 Master Dancer, #4 Straight Six, #10 Cabinet Shuffle 
 
Greyville Polytrack, 23.09.2020, Race 3, Gallops, 1900m, Poly, R70.000, 13:40GMT+2 
 
Race Summary: SILVER FOX DOG found the 2400 metre trip a bit far and perhaps it came too early in 
his career. This is more manageable and he can demonstrate the promise he showed on debut. 
GARLIN's last run is too bad to be true. His penultimate on the poly was quite fair and he can score with a 
repeat of that. JUST DIXIT suddenly showed up last time and along with CYCLONIC BREEZE (blinkers 
off) must not be taken lightly. PIQUILLIN is another who could show more this time. His stable has been 
in good form. Open. 
 
Selections: 
#10 Silver Fox Dog, #7 Garlin, #6 Just Dixit, #9 Piquillin 
 
Greyville Polytrack, 23.09.2020, Race 4, Gallops, 2000m, Poly, R70.000, 14:20GMT+2 
 
Race Summary: ALABAMA SLIDE's last two runs are not to be sneezed at. She finished second and 
then first from bad draws and that is tough going on the poly. She also races fresh so watch out for a 
good run from draw No 3. BASETSANA seems better than her previous try on the poly. She could be 
better when held up for a run and from the best of the draw could be the value proposition. QUEEN'S 
PLAIN finally got back on the 'board' last time and her hot stable could get her to follow up. CLARA and 
MASTERS BEAUTY seem capable of better. Many with claims. 
 
Selections: 
#1 Basetsana, #3 Alabama Slide, #5 Queen's Plain, #4 Clara 
 
Greyville Polytrack, 23.09.2020, Race 5, Gallops, 1600m, Poly, R70.000, 14:55GMT+2 
 
Race Summary: STAR VEGA was backed as if the others had no chance and she produced the class 
needed to win. When she wins it is usually an amazing run as she comes from well off the pace, but on 
the poly she will have her work cut out. EDEN GARDEN GLITZ is finally realising earlier potential and is 
expected to run another cracker on the poly. Interestingly, though, she has been winning after a rest. 



SHE'S A DREAM and RILLE are classy sorts who just need to overcome wide draws. LIQUID IRISH is 
the one to catch. 
 
Selections: 
#6 Star Vega, #4 Eden Gardens Glitz, #7 She's A Dream, #11 Rille 
 
Greyville Polytrack, 23.09.2020, Race 6, Gallops, 1000m, Poly, R70.000, 15:30GMT+2 
 
Race Summary: Toughest race on the card. A few like CANDY GALORE, LINEAR (well drawn) and 
PETRA (drawn widest) have earned big weights but are all in good form and warrant respect. But horses 
like DIVE CAPTAIN and HOPSKIPANDJUMP seem to be in with decent weights having shown nicely in 
their most recent races. The latter is on a roll and destroyed her field last time but has been given another 
hike in ratings. CASINO QUEEN could be the dark horse in her first outing on poly. She is highly 
regarded. IMPRESSIVE DUCHESS seems better than recent form. 
 
Selections: 
#7 Casino Queen, #6 Dive Captain, #9 Hopskipandjump, #5 Candy Galore 
 
Greyville Polytrack, 23.09.2020, Race 7, Gallops, 1200m, Poly, R70.000, 16:05GMT+2 
 
Race Summary: DOUBLE RAINBOW raced from a wide draw on debut and still won. The way he 
travelled and finished suggests he could make a successful handicap debut. MASHARI gave signs he 
could be coming back to best at his new yard. He has run well in stronger races and could improve on his 
previous poly form. WHITE CEDAR has been showing good pace on the poly before tiring in the latter 
stages. This shorter trip may be more to his liking. BRAVO ZULU finished with authority and although this 
is a stronger field, he must be respected. 
 
Selections: 
#6 Double Rainbow, #8 Mashari, #11 White Cedar, #9 Bravo Zulu 
 
Greyville Polytrack, 23.09.2020, Race 8, Gallops, 1200m, Poly, R70.000, 16:40GMT+2 
 
Race Summary: RETAIL THERAPY found herself too far back last time and was not disgraced in 
running on to finish just out the money when back on the poly. She has drawn well enough again and can 
improve. FLASHY KAITRINA finished ahead of her in that race but has drawn wide again. She is holding 
form nicely and deserves respecting. MUMTAZ caught the eye after rest and can only improve. She has 
drawn a lot better and this trip may be ideal now. SILVER DAZZLE looks to have needed her last two 
after relocating. KILDONAN BAY and SOMEONE EXCITING have the potential. 
 
Selections: 
#5 Retail Therapy, #11 Flashy Kaitrina, #6 Mumtaz, #3 Silver Dazzle 
 
Best Win: #8 MAITLAND MAGIC                       
Best Value Bet: #1 BASETSANA                            
Best Longshot: #1 BASETSANA                            


